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INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 12 (B3)



Activity group(s): 1 Number of exercises: 133



Intermediate Plus Unit 12 (14 activity (ies) 01:33:39) Keywords [18 word(s)] to arrange (v.) catering conference customer to discuss (v.) to greet (v.) guest hostess laptop leading lobby meeting to organize (v.) planning printer to require (v.) to reserve (v.) team



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



You are organizing a two-day seminar in Washington on industrial equipment. You have just arrived in town and you phone the Hilton Hotel to book your room. "Good morning, Hilton Hotel. May I help you?" I would like to reserve a room. Do you have any rooms free? I would like some information.



2



2 2 3



For how many people? 4 4 4



One. Two, my wife and I. Two.
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3



What sort of information would you like? Do you have any rooms left? I would like to reserve a room. Where is your hotel?



4



Yes, of course.



2 2 5



402 Sixth Avenue.



For how long? One week. Five nights. I'm not exactly sure.



5



Would you like me to reserve a room for you? Yes, my name's Smith. Yes, please. Under the name Smith. Yes, for two.



6



All the rooms have a bathroom. We only have luxury suites. No problem.



7 7 7



Fine.



8 8 8



You take a taxi to the hotel. The driver asks you: "Where are you going?" Hilton Hotel. 402 Sixth Avenue.



9



2 2 4



Smoking or non-smoking floor? Smoking. Non-smoking. It doesn't matter.



8



Okay.



Do you have any preference? A room with a bathroom. A small suite. A view of the park.



7



6 6 6



It's on Sixth Avenue. Ah, the Hilton.



9 9



You finally arrive at the hotel and walk up to the Reception Desk. I've just reserved a room. You have a reservation for me. I booked a room this morning.
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Yes, I have your reservation. I see it here. Oh yes, you're Mr. Smith.
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10 10 10



10



Room 405, is there anything else you'd like? No, thank you. I need to organize a seminar. Who is in charge of organizing seminars?



11



Oh, you're here for the seminar. Oh, you're here for the seminar.



That's all right, I'll dial it for you. See Mr. Warcock in the last office on your right.



Oh, you arrived later than expected. Better get moving!



13 13 11



11 11 11



How many participants will there be at your seminar? 10. About 20. 28.



15



14 14 14



Your company gives you the latest details concerning your seminar. "How are you getting on with the planning?" I've just arrived. I've just started this minute. I'm working on it now.



14



11



By the way, your company just called. Would you like to call them back? Where can I find a telephone? Okay. Yes, it's about a seminar.



13



12 11



You go straightaway to meet Mr. Warcock: "May I help you?" I need to organize a seminar. I'm from Oxford Systems. My company just called you.



12



See Mr. Warcock in the last office on your right. See Mr. Warcock in the last office on your right.



15 15 15



Which dates? 16 16 16



Thursday and Friday of next week. The 26th and 27th of this month. Starting in two weeks.
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16



What kind of services do you want? 17 17 17



Only meals. Full service. Meals and coffee breaks.



17



Do you need any special equipment? An overhead projector. A TV and a video. A blackboard. A computer.



18



There is one in the room. Fine, I'll write it down. There is one in the room.



19 19 19 18



What kind of computer? 19 19 19



With a color screen, please. A powerful one. Any model will do.



19



How would you like to pay? By credit card. By check. You can bill my company.



20



We should have their address.



Is there anything else? Yes, we need a hostess. That's all for the moment. No, thank you.



Fine, I'll take care of that.



Sentence Pronunciation [47 sentence(s)] I would like to reserve a room. Do you have any rooms free? I would like some information. Two, my wife and I. Do you have any rooms left? Where is your hotel? One week. Five nights. I'm not exactly sure. Yes, my name's Smith. Yes, please. Under the name Smith.
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20 20 20



A room with a bathroom. A small suite. A view of the park. Smoking. Non-smoking. It doesn't matter. Hilton Hotel. 402 Sixth Avenue. I've just reserved a room. You have a reservation for me. I booked a room this morning. I need to organize a seminar. Who is in charge of organizing seminars? I need to organize a seminar. I'm from Oxford Systems. My company just called you. Yes, it's about a seminar. I've just started this minute. I'm working on it now. Thursday and Friday of next week. The 26th and 27th of this month. Starting in two weeks. Only meals. Full service. Meals and coffee breaks. An overhead projector. A TV and a video. A blackboard. A computer. With a color screen, please. A powerful one. Any model will do. By credit card. By check. You can bill my company. Yes, we need a hostess.



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



The perfect conditional
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2



Infinitive clauses
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3



'To be left' - 'To have left'



Grammar Practice [1 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: you (go)



you would have gone



I (do)



I would have done I'd have done



we (see)



we would have seen we'd have seen



they (like)



they would have liked they'd have like



you (reserve)



you would have reserved you'd have reserved



he (arrive)



he would have arrived he'd have arrived



she (organize)



she would have organized she'd have organized



The perfect conditional
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Auxiliaries
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Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [8 exercises] 1 a seminar a wedding a cooking class a gym class a banquet a slumber party



2 industrial equipment cement truck tractor ladder screwdriver hammer



3 an overhead projector a movie a slide a board an agenda a lamp shade



4 a TV a computer a sound system a VCR a photocopier a fax machine
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5 a blackboard a screen a transparency a monitor a photocopier a desk



6 a computer a printer a VCR a camera a TV a modem



7 a credit card a savings account a bank statement a document a bill a coin



8 a check a receipt a bank note a leaflet an itinerary a program



The Right Word with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1



Smoking is bad for your health. To row Scuba diving Parachuting Nine to five jobs



2



A bathroom is where you can take a shower. library terrace gazebo swimming pool guest room
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Phonetics Exercise [6 phoneme(s)]



r



rooms park under arrived already foreign



j



you your yes view year York yet



l



exactly left please only telephone probably



z



meals reserve please is organize others salesman



h



have Hilton hostess happened help



O



Smith bathroom Sixth thank month three



Word Association [3 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with the related words on the right. town wife night bill company



2



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. have arrive start ask organize



3



city husband evening check business



lack leave finish answer mix up



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. booked difficult latest satisfied small
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reserved complicated most recent content little
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Word Order with speech recognition [8 exercises] 1



hotel rooms are not always that expensive hotel rooms are not always that expensive



2



we spent five days in the Virgin we spent five days in the Virgin Islands The prepositions 'in' and 'at'



Islands



The article and geographical names



3



I'm not sure how this machine works I'm not sure how this machine works



4



most airlines have made their most airlines have made their flights



flights non-smoking non-smoking



Use of the past participle as an adjective



Adjectives ending in -ing



5



What are the latest details on the hostage What are the latest details on the hostage crisis?



6



you must tip you must tip an



an American taxi American taxi driver



The impersonal structure



7



a good hostess makes a good hostess makes sure



8



computers computers



crisis?



driver



'Must' - 'Have to'



Modal auxiliaries



sure her guests are her guests are having fun



having



fun



have become an essential part of everyday life have become an essential part of everyday life



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



You are organizing a two-day seminar in Washington on industrial equipment. You have just arrived in town and you phone the Hilton Hotel to book your room. "Good morning, Hilton Hotel. May I help you?" 2 2 3



I would like to reserve a room. Do you have any rooms free? I would like some information.
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2



For how many people? 4 4 4



One. Two, my wife and I. Two.



3



What sort of information would you like? Do you have any rooms left? I would like to reserve a room. Where is your hotel?



4



Yes, of course.



2 2 5



402 Sixth Avenue.



For how long? One week. Five nights. I'm not exactly sure.



5



Would you like me to reserve a room for you? Yes, my name's Smith. Yes, please. Under the name Smith. Yes, for two.



6



2 2 4



All the rooms have a bathroom. We only have luxury suites. No problem.



7 7 7



Fine.



8 8 8



Smoking or non-smoking floor? Smoking. Non-smoking. It doesn't matter.



8



Okay.



Do you have any preference? A room with a bathroom. A small suite. A view of the park.



7



6 6 6



You take a taxi to the hotel. The driver asks you: "Where are you going?" Hilton Hotel. 402 Sixth Avenue.
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It's on Sixth Avenue. Ah, the Hilton.



9 9
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9



You finally arrive at the hotel and walk up to the Reception Desk. I've just reserved a room. You have a reservation for me. I booked a room this morning.



10



Who is in charge of organizing seminars?



11



Oh, you're here for the seminar. Oh, you're here for the seminar.



14 14 14



That's all right, I'll dial it for you. See Mr. Warcock in the last office on your right.



13 13 11



Your company gives you the latest details concerning your seminar. "How are you getting on with the planning?" I've just arrived. I've just started this minute. I'm working on it now.



14



12 11



By the way, your company just called. Would you like to call them back? Where can I find a telephone? Okay. Yes, it's about a seminar.



13



See Mr. Warcock in the last office on your right. See Mr. Warcock in the last office on your right.



You go straightaway to meet Mr. Warcock: "May I help you?" I need to organize a seminar. I'm from Oxford Systems. My company just called you.



12



10 10 10



Room 405, is there anything else you'd like? No, thank you. I need to organize a seminar.



11



Yes, I have your reservation. I see it here. Oh yes, you're Mr. Smith.



Oh, you arrived later than expected. Better get moving!



11 11 11



How many participants will there be at your seminar? 15 15 15



10. About 20. 28.
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15



Which dates? 16 16 16



Thursday and Friday of next week. The 26th and 27th of this month. Starting in two weeks.



16



What kind of services do you want? Only meals. Full service. Meals and coffee breaks.



17



Do you need any special equipment? An overhead projector. A TV and a video. A blackboard. A computer.



18



17 17 17



There is one in the room. Fine, I'll write it down. There is one in the room.



19 19 19 18



What kind of computer? With a color screen, please. A powerful one. Any model will do.



19



How would you like to pay? By credit card. By check. You can bill my company.



20



19 19 19



We should have their address.



Is there anything else? Yes, we need a hostess. That's all for the moment. No, thank you.
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Fine, I'll take care of that.
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20 20 20



Mystery Phrase [15 exercises] 1



An establishment that provides lodging. hotel



2



Food times. meals



3



To reserve in advance. book



4



Immediately. straightaway



5



A programmable electronic device. computer



6



What you walk on. floor



7



Popular hot beverage. coffee



8



Used to show images on a screen. projector



9



Used in schools for writing with chalk. blackboard



10



Invoice. bill



11



A set of rooms in a hotel. suite



12



A place where visitors, guests, appointments and reservations are dealt with. reception desk



13



Opposite of empty. full



14



What you see; a scene. view



15



Richness and comfort. luxury



Keywords [19 word(s)] smart
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outfit elegance ordinary to stumble (v.) to spill (v.) to be at sb's beck and call chef bilberry adequate to grate (v.) to sprinkle (v.) to scale (v.) irreproachable produce quality-price ratio to dress to a T impeccable



Video and Questions [1 exercises] This hotel employee looks very smart in his outfit. The hotel where he works must surely have several stars. But the employees' elegance isn't everything. Indeed, everything must be perfect in a hotel: the organization, the service and even the smile. It's surprising to see the number of people who, satisfied with a place, come back to it every year. Take, for example, a simple breakfast. It seems very ordinary to order a full breakfast and to ask for it to be served to you in bed. But it's not as easy for the waiter to bring it to you and not stumble on the stairs. Careful you don't spill anything! Sitting in her bed, waiting patiently for her coffee, the guest obviously has no idea of all this. Whatever the time and whatever the event, the waiter must always listen and be at the beck and call of the guest. The noisiest place in a hotel and where people are the busiest, is probably the kitchen. The hotel manager is found there more often than in his office. Managing staff is always difficult, especially when it's a team of chefs who want, at all costs, to serve the head chef's dish with a bilberry sauce, when a simple orange sauce, ten times less costly, would be perfectly adequate! They cut, grate, sprinkle, peel, scale fish... What talent! It's a true culinary art. The meal is a significant element among those services provided in a hotel and the food must be irreproachable. Obviously, the produce must be fresh and that requires working with a reliable supplier. The fruits and vegetables are imported from the four corners of the globe and it's necessary to have complete confidence in the company in charge of delivering the goods. It's impossible to plan for two hundred dinners without being certain of getting fresh produce of an excellent quality in time and on time. The choice of the supplier depends on the best quality-price ratio and the delivery time. It's not uncommon to call upon the services of several professionals at the same time. The restaurant opens its doors at the beginning of the evening and it's not unusual to see customers come in who aren't staying in the hotel. All the waiters and waitresses are dressed to a T: shoes well polished, hair well groomed, ties well done up, skirts well ironed... As usual for the service sector, a restaurant's success depends enormously on its reputation. The service must be impeccable. When you have a job in the service sector, never forget that the customer is always right! And if they do happen to be wrong, keep it to yourself!
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1



How is the first employee in the video dressed? He is extremely elegant. He is badly dressed. His clothes are too large. He is dressed casually.



2



Why do people return to the same hotel every year? They are very happy with it. They want to steal the cutlery. They appreciate the breakfast. They want breakfast in bed.



3



What is meant by 'irreproachable'? It is without fault. It is not bad. It is extremely bad. It is made with fish.



4



What is it difficult for the bellboy to do? Bring the food and not fall over Bring the food and not eat some Bring the food and not laugh Bring the food and not eat everything



5



Where are the fruits and vegetables imported from? All over the world From four countries From four suppliers From corner shops



6



What is meant by 'dressed to a T'? Dressed very well Dressed very badly You got dressed at 9 o'clock. You get undressed at 9 o'clock.



7



Which of these statements is untrue? All of the restaurant's customers are from the hotel. The waiters' and waitresses' shoes are well polished. The restaurant starts serving at the start of the evening. The hotel manager is often found in the kitchen.
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8



If the customer is wrong... don't tell him. tell him. tell everyone. keep him quiet.



9



Which two words have similar meaning? Irreproachable and impeccable Groomed and ironed Adequate and reliable Organization and elegance



10



Which of these words is not a way of preparing food? To spill To grate To peel To scale
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 12 (B3) 

I'll have to see how many we have in stock. 5 ... Yesterday we had two hundred and thirty in stock. ... Your next meeting is via videoconference with the general manager of a large U.S. supermarket chain. Sitting at your desk at Cellular Phones, you 
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intermediate plus unit 2 (b3) 

Let me get my coat. Hurry up! 4. 2. Shopping! Which stores? Who cares! 3. I don't need anything. ... The salesperson will tell you. 14 .... he (to like) he'd like he would like we (to withdraw) we'd withdraw we would withdraw .... sales clerk ... a g
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INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 6 (B3) 

Answering last year's mail... Yes, but I don't have enough stationery! No, I always write the same old things. I'm more of a phone person! Sure, if you have some ...
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INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 10 (B3) 

Could I have some change for the phone? No problem. .... a cell phone a television set. 7 ... retire to the country date-stamp sell by date fade away timeless. 2.
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INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 1 (B3) 

May I take your company's name? I'll fax you the contact information. 6. Can I email you the contact information? Yes, of course. 6. May I fax you the contact info?
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INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 3 (B3) 

They don't have any here. 5. 3 ... Do you have any corduroy pants? ... Oh, it doesn't matter, thank you. Bye! 15 ..... This explains why people are happy to find.
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INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 4 (B3) 

a pickle a banana an orange a grapefruit a kiwi. The Right Word with speech recognition [4 ..... fun and play games like Hide and Seek, Simon Says, and Tag.
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INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 7 (B3) 

Yes, I'd like a book of ten first-class stamps. Sorry, I'm all out. 12. Do you have .... I'll need you to fill out this registration form first. Write your name on this line and ...
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INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 11 (B3) 

Answer the question as in the example. ... Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [3 exercises]. 1 ..... One part of a payment made at intervals.
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INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 13 (B3) 

You know what the airports are like at this time of year. Anyway, now I'm running a little late. That's too bad. Would you like some coffee? 4. My own plane was ...
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INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 14 (B3) 

That's great news. Yes, I was online when the computer froze. 2 ... I saved a document and my computer froze. .... Sometimes when I'm downloading programs.
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INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 9 (B3) 

Construction of the present perfect continuous. Auxiliaries. Verbs without a ... Simple past perfect hadn't gone ... Phonetics Exercise [8 phoneme(s)] j pocketknife ...
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 9 (B3) 

Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises]. 1. Excuse me, I'm ... What sort of discount could you give us for an order of that size? How about 10 ..... Adjectives ending in -ing.
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intermediate plus unit 8 (b3) - slidex.tips 

Here, use our phone. 6 ... hurt worse first heard person ... 1. Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to call). I have been calling ..... They go to heaven.
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 4 (B3) 

rap music folk music. 7 rock 'n' roll acid jazz opera heavy metal classical music. 8 a space capsule an airplane a submarine an astronaut an airport a catamaran.
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 3 (B3) 

You call to find out if the weather is going to ... Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. ... At this time of year you only get warmth and sun in countries like South Africa! ..... Most generally, 'After the rain comes good weather' mea
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intermediate unit 11 (b3) 

We spent a lot of money installing these systems and you assured me Cellular Phones took care of its customers. ... Any number of things could be responsible for the problem. 7 ... Flowers is an important client likely to bring in other big fish. Oka
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 2 (B3) 

ice water beer fresh orange juice soda warm milk. 11 lemons oranges apples pineapples apricots grapes. 12 milk ice water black coffee lemon tea espresso.
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 10 (B3) 

[You are at a trade fair.] Can I ask .... Word Order with speech recognition [16 exercises]. 1 weekends were made to have as ..... What will you start with? First I'm ...
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 8 (B3) 

way, can you arrange for me to be picked up from the airport? Do you have your ... He's calling from the Japanese branch of Cellular Phones. So, Mr. Yamamoto ...
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 14 (B3) 

I worked in the marketing department of a bank. 4. In the marketing field ... I'm looking for a career in marketing. 7 ..... Do you know who's advertising the product?
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 5 (B3) 

You decide to call and find out more about them. Hello? I'm calling about your villas. 2. Do you still have villas available for this summer? 3. Could you give me ...
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 7 (B3) 

lettuce, scallions, green and red peppers, cucumber and tomatoes. There's also an avocado, apple and nut salad ... to book (v.) bottle to cancel (v.) to choose (v.).
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 6 (B3) 

We'd really hoped to have them all installed by now... Yes, I'm sorry. They'll be there by Friday. Hmmm... I wish you'd told us about this before. I'm sorry about ...
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